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Visual Inference Guides 

Use these guides to explore all things visual—from fine art to historical primary sources, from 

poetic videos to kids’ cartoons and from public service posters to visual instruction guides.  

These guides are designed to generate discussion, insight, inferences, and deeper understanding 

for a visual generation of learners. 

Do We Write Our Answers? 

We want to encourage collaboration and discussion—especially from your most reluctant 

writers.  I don’t recommend writing more than a part or two in each guide or a note here and 

there.  These guides are designed to encourage participation from students with visual learning 

styles--our 21st Century Learning generation.   

Do We Work in Groups? 

Please do!  Collaborate.  Share ideas.  Provide feedback for, and receive critique from, other 

visions and voices in the classroom.  I recommend starting each “viewing” with quiet reflection 

and maybe jotting down a few notes for think-pair-share.  Then share – with a partner, in small 

groups, or with the entire classroom.  How many voices can we get into the room? 

The Second Viewing is a great place to split up analysis into small groups.  These questions are 

designed to encourage students with a variety of abilities—from musical to language to artistic 

and on and on . . . 

So What is the Right Answer to the Questions in the Guides? 

There are none . . . or, in other words . . . all of the answers are right!  The right answer is the 

answer which can be supported with logic and details.  The best questions have several answers. 

Included are specific examples from my classroom.  We have used these guides over and over 

again—from Kindergarten to Adult. 

When and How do I Use These Guides? 

The best use is a purposeful use.  Here are some ways to use the guides: 

 With an open-ended guiding question that must be examined – a thematic question that 

contributes to class content. 

 To LAUNCH a project or thematic unit or lesson. 

 To practice inferences, provide explanations, and use logic to support opinions. 

 To encourage wonder and pique curiosity. 

What if the Guides Don’t Fit? 

 They will rarely fit your purposes exactly. 

 As a skilled teacher, you will adapt them to serve your needs.  See the examples further 

below. 
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Primary Source Photo Example – 4th Grade  

Purpose:  Inferences, Visual Details, Logic, Providing Reading Context 

This photo was used in my literacy group when students were about to read a story, Crow Call 

by Lois Lowry, set right after the conclusion of World War II.  It is intended to provide context 

for the reading. 

Guiding Question:  What do you think was happening in the photograph?  Explain 

using details from the photo. 
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Citation:  Citizens and workers of Oak Ridge, Tennessee celebrate V-J Day.  Photographer 

unknown.  United States Library of Congress National Archives. 

 

 

 

 

   

How we used the 4-12 Photos and Visual Art Guide 

Students completed think-pair-share on all 4 of the “1st View” questions. 

 Some responses from the students on details:  smiles, mostly women civilians, newspapers, 

“War Ends,” black and white, V for victory fingers at center, women wear print dresses, hair:  

waves, curls, and rolls—shoulder length or shorter, Nashville Journal, American flag. 

Note:  During WWII, women who worked in factories or on farms kept their hair short to avoid 

dangerous accidents with machinery. 

The words War Ends, the hair styles, smiles, and the kid bottom, front stood out for the students 

or stuck in their minds. 

They wondered what war the celebration was about, where this place in the picture was, and why 

there were so many women in the picture. 

Students answered “2nd View” together in a class discussion. 

Students felt that even more people were outside the frame of the picture and that if we could see 

more, we could identify what type of building the people are inside. 

There was a discussion about black and white and how this does not necessarily make a photo 

old.  We discussed other ways to identify the age of the picture – hair and clothing styles, 

newspapers, etc. 

The overall feeling is certainly a joyous one, and the picture tells a story about a celebration at 

the end of a war. 

From all of these observations, our 1,000 words story seemed to fall into place all on its own. 

From the Common Core 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.3.1 – also 4.1, 5.1, 6.1 

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 

3 topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.3.2 – also 4.2, 5.2, 6.2 
Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, 

including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 
 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:War_Ends.jpg 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oak_Ridge,_Tennessee
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/3/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/3/2/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:War_Ends.jpg
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The above activity is taken from my Crow Call unit.  Check it out at Teacherspayteacher.com.  

The unit is full of critical thinking, hands-on metaphors, and creative ways to respond to an 

outstanding picture book. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Video Example – 3rd Grade  

Purpose:  Inferences, Visual Details, Logic   

This video was used to launch a whole class enrichment on resilience and growth mindset. 

Guiding Question:  What does this quote mean to you:  Greatness is not in one 

special person.  Greatness is wherever somebody is trying to find it. 

If the link below is no longer active, you can find individual 30-60 “greatness” commercials by 

searching for “Nike Greatness.”   

Before the students watch the video, tell them you will be asking them to share their favorite part 

of the video. 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Crow-Call-

by-Lois-Lowry-GATE-Literacy-and-Metaphors-Hands-

on-1618997 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Crow-Call-by-Lois-Lowry-GATE-Literacy-and-Metaphors-Hands-on-1618997
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Crow-Call-by-Lois-Lowry-GATE-Literacy-and-Metaphors-Hands-on-1618997
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Crow-Call-by-Lois-Lowry-GATE-Literacy-and-Metaphors-Hands-on-1618997
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYP9AGtLvRg  

 

 

How we used the K-3 Short Films, Music Videos, Commercials Guide 

1st View – Think-Pair-Share 

Students should try to recall the different parts of the video and how they tend to be about 

competitions, skills, and sports – things that take practice. 

Hopefully, students will note hearing repetitions about greatness.  Many of these clips feature 

SILENCE.  How is silence used? 

Younger students may wonder any number of things.  Their questions will help direct class 

discussion. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYP9AGtLvRg
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2nd View – Whole Class Discussion 

Students will share things they remember the most.  Help the class value differences in opinion.  

Why do you think you remembered these things? 

We chose not to focus on why the video is “curious” but went to a think-pair-share on the 

guiding question:  What does this quote mean to you:  Greatness is not in one special person.  

Greatness is wherever somebody is trying to find it. 

 

Tell us something we might not know.  How do you know this thing? 

Use this as a whole class discussion.  You might be surprised at what students already know and 

understand about resilience and a growth mindset! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Common Core 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.4.1 

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) 

with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their 

own clearly. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.4.7 

Interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, graphs, diagrams, 

time lines, animations, or interactive elements on Web pages) and explain how the information 

contributes to an understanding of the text in which it appears. 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/4/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/4/7/
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Get the entire enrichment lesson here: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Bouncy-Balls-Whole-Class-Enrichment-GROWTH-

MINDSET-RESILIENCE-3516035 

  

 

 

 

  

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Bouncy-Balls-Whole-Class-Enrichment-GROWTH-MINDSET-RESILIENCE-3516035
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Bouncy-Balls-Whole-Class-Enrichment-GROWTH-MINDSET-RESILIENCE-3516035
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Photo and Video Examples –K Gifted, 1st Advanced, 2nd Grades 

Purpose:  Inferences, Visual Details, Logic, Book Re-cap for Curious George Gets a Medal   

Guiding Question:  What do you think was happening in the photograph?  Explain 

using details from the photo. 

Primary Source Photo – Ham the Chimp 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ham_the_chimp_(cropped).jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

From the Common Core 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.1.3 

Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of information 

in a text. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.1.7 

Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas. 

Join in the conversation about Gifted Learners at 

Giftedlearners.org 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ham_the_chimp_(cropped).jpg
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/1/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/1/7/
http://giftedlearners.org/
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How we used the K-3 Photos and Visual Art Guide 

Students completed think-pair-share on all 4 of the “1st View” questions. 

List details you see:  A “capsule” or some sort of carrier with a chimpanzee inside.  A 

chimpanzee.  A NASA helmet.  A man’s hands.  The man appears to be wearing a labcoat.  The 

chimpanzee seems to be wearing a shirt of some sort.  The chimp appears to be strapped in. 

What images stand out?  The chair, the chimp, the helmet. 

What did you see that sticks in your mind?  A chimp strapped into a car seat! 

What do you wonder?  Why is the chimp wearing a helmet and strapped into a car seat or baby 

carrier?  Why is the man wearing a white coat? 

 

Students completed “2nd View” as a class discussion. 

What, if anything is just outside the frame of the picture?  A man wearing a white coat and 

some sort of big metal frame or some machines. 

How do the colors or images make you feel?  It’s funny and silly (one reaction amongst 

others—remember, we honor all feelings).  It makes me worried.  What is going to happen to the 

chimp?  He looks like he is tied into the chair.  It is black and white.  It must be old! (or is it?) 

What story does this tell?  It tells the story of a chimp.  Maybe he is doing a science experiment 

that is really dangerous, so he needs a helmet.  Scientists wear lab coats.  Maybe he is doing an 

experiment.  

 I had a student identify the logo on the helmet as a NASA logo.  He suggested this chimp was 

going to fly into space like Curious George did. 

They don’t want the chimp to get out.  Maybe he would be scared and run away if this were a 

dangerous job he is about to do. 
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Now watch the true story of Ham the Chimp on Youtube—9 minutes long and 

another excellent primary source: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLbCBtqTpKo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose:  To use information to form opinions. To compare two sources.   

Guiding Questions:  Is it cruel to send chimps into space?  How are Ham and Curious 

George’s stories alike and different? 

  

From the Common Core 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.K.9, 1.9, 2.9 

Compare and contrast the most important points presented by two texts on the same topic. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLbCBtqTpKo
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/9/
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How we used the K-3 Short Films, Music Videos, Commercials Guide 

Students completed think-pair-share on all 3 of the “1st View” questions. 

We are gathering details here so that we know the whole class understands what is happening in 

the video.  No particular detail is key for this understanding.  We want the students to gather a 

general sense of what happened. 

 

Students completed “2nd View” as a class discussion. 

As we gather what students remember, let’s help students by pointing out how these details 

might be related to Curious George’s story.  Let’s also take the opportunity to recognize 

students’ feelings about the video.  It was a bit suspenseful.  Let’s recognize those feelings—as 

they are certainly a part of forming opinions. 

As we gather “curious” comments about the video, let’s continue to compare it to George’s story 

and recognize feelings.  I’m curious if the monkey was OK.  I’m curious whether they used more 

monkeys for more space missions.  I’m curious if the monkey was frightened. 

 

Tell us something we might not know. 

Here, substitute our guiding questions above:  Is it cruel to send chimps into space?  How are 

Ham and Curious George’s story alike and different? 

It may be useful to take an informal survey of class opinions. 

We mapped out similarities and differences on the white board for the second question. 

 

See the full Curious George Unit Here: 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Curious-George-Gets-a-Medal-for-Primary-

GATE-and-Advanced-Groups-1734560 

  

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Curious-George-Gets-a-Medal-for-Primary-GATE-and-Advanced-Groups-1734560
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Curious-George-Gets-a-Medal-for-Primary-GATE-and-Advanced-Groups-1734560
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Want even more practice with video inferences? 

Try this lesson – it’s FREE from Portable Gifted and 

Talented and Giftedlearners.org 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Animation-and-Critical-Thinking-for-

GATE-The-Piano-FREE-458896 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Animation-and-Critical-Thinking-for-GATE-The-Piano-FREE-458896
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Animation-and-Critical-Thinking-for-GATE-The-Piano-FREE-458896
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Animation-and-Critical-Thinking-for-GATE-The-Piano-FREE-458896

